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WBC TO PREACH BIBLE TRUTHS AT THE OLATHE SCHOOL DISTRICT
HEADQUARTERS, 14160 BLACK BOB ROAD, OLATHE, KANSAS AND NEARBY
FRONTIER TRAIL MIDDLE SCHOOL, 15300 W. 143RD STREET, OLATHE,
KANSAS ON SEPTEMBER 25TH FROM 7:15 - 7:50 A.M. IN THIS WISE:
According to a recent KC Star article headlined “12-year-old son of same-sex parents
ask why his JoCo city lacks nondiscrimination law”, found at http://bit.ly/KCStar-JoCoNonDiscrim, 12-year-old Jak Guimbellot, child of two “mothers” living in Olathe,
Kansas, says that “in school” he and his fellow students are “always taught that
everyone is equal and everyone should be accepted”, and that “discrimination”
against sodomites is commonly discussed “at school with Jak’s friends” BUT –
RULE #1: Teaching morality is NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS! That’s the parents’
job. Keep your government nose out of that purview.
RULE #2: If you’re going to violate Rule #1 – which you obviously are hell bent so to
do – then at least follow your maxim of teaching all sides, including the Bible side,
such as: [T]ake the precious from the vile. (Jeremiah 15:19). [T]ouch not the
unclean thing. (2 Corinthians 6:17). [H]ave no fellowship with the unfruitful
works of darkness, but rather reprove them. For it is a shame even to speak of
those things which are done of them in secret. (Ephesians 5:11, 12). Woe unto
them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for
darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter! (Isaiah 5:20). And so on
and so on: All good moral principles that must be included in the discussion if public
education is going to insist on doing business in that arena.

